Abstract. The results of special measurements of solar irradiance with high resolution in time domain are compared with results of traditional measurements. Three possible characteristic parameters are studied to describe the dynamic quality of the recorded dataset: standard deviation, frequency density distribution law of increments and the number of fronts of the solar radiation per time unit. Recording traditionally one-minute average values of the solar irradiance, most of the changes cannot be registered in the condition of clouds cumulus humilis.
INTRODUCTION
In the Northern Europe, due to prevailing and frequent Atlantic cyclones, solar radiation has an alternating nature. For solar PV-modules and farms forming a grid, fast changes of the generating capacity makes problems as the grid can perform in the conditions of balanced generated and consumed energy. Measurements made at the Tallinn University of Technology [ 1 ] with high resolution (1 s) show the possibility of very high increments (the recorded absolute maximum was 705 W m -2 s -1 ) of the generated energy. These measurements in the summer season 2008 were an exception as regular measurements in the Baseline Surface Radiation Network (BSRN) are made with the sampling interval of 6 s and registered as one-minute average values. Naturally, recorded data with a sampling period of one minute cannot present processes in the second range, but we can use another approach and investigate how much information we probably loose using data with the one-minute sampling period. Although mostly scientific analysis of solar irradiance is based on hourly, daily or monthly averaged values of irradiance, often also one-minute averaged data has been used [ [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] ]. The aim of this study is to estimate the amount of lost dynamic information in the conditions of fast-changing irradiance.
THE METHOD
We shall analyse the dataset with high resolution "as it is" and its sparser modifications, and compare the results in the scope of the characteristics, describing the dynamic behaviour of the irradiance. The dynamic quality of the irradiance can be evaluated by the value of (moving) standard deviation, by the distribution law of the increments and number of characteristic events per time interval. Increment G ∆ of the solar irradiance ( ) G t is defined as the difference of its two sequential values
Characteristic event may be a local maximum (minimum) or any other event, which can be clearly defined. We use in this meaning a positive front, which is defined as the time instant when the instant value of the irradiance ( ) G t will intercrosses its moving average value ( ). G t µ
USED DATASETS
Used datasets were recorded by the help of an automatic sensor, designed to detect only fast-changing irradiance [ 1 ] . In marine conditions of Tallinn (59°23′N, 24°40′E) 18% of summer days have shorter or longer fast moving cloud formations cumulus humilis. If sensor discovers such an event, recording with high resolution started and continued up to the end of the fast alternating radiation. During the four summer months (from May to August) 2008 the automatic recording of the global irradiance produced 186 files (534 582 sampled data). In the analysis below we use fragments of two longest recordings in the files <080629_0955_1s> (14 484 data) and <080821_1359_1s> (19 530 data). These file names can be detected as "Y, M, D_time of the start_sampling interval". The last file is shown in Fig. 1 in its full length to demonstrate the changing structure of the irradiance during the whole recording. As files are too long to observe them well (too dense diagrams), we will present for the illustration only fragments of them, while analysis was made for the whole recording. Figure 2 shows the natural recording of the irradiance "as it is". Figure 3 shows the same recorded interval plotted from the sparser ("prefabricated") dataset.
Line "inst" uses every 60th instant value, but line "ave" uses averaged values for each preceding minute. We can see that both diagrams differ from the natural one (Fig. 2) while the difference is bigger for the line "ave". That is the first argument to confirm that averaged values present dynamic processes insufficiently. 
STABILITY OF THE FAST ALTERNATING IRRADIANCE
Recorded solar irradiance under a cloud formation cumulus humilis is a pure stationary stochastic process as it is or after elimination of the trend due to the changing altitude of the sun. It means that its moving average and moving standard deviation remain constant along the whole process (19 440 s in Fig. 1 or 12 240 s in Fig. 2) , what is a classical definition of stationarity. However, structures of their fragments are different in the time domain, containing more or less frequently alternating irradiance. In this meaning we can talk about the stability or instability of the stochastic process and to evaluate it by calculating autocorrelation functions (ACF) for certain time intervals (e.g. 1 h) moving along the process. Calculated ACFs for the example in Fig. 1 are shown in Fig. 4 . ( 1) r + is delayed for 30 min relative to the diagram ( 0.5); r + diagram ( 1.5) r + is delayed for 30 min in relation to the diagram ( 1), r + etc.
We can see that the stability of fast alternating irradiance is low as the particular correlation intervals differ up to four times during the recording. The range of different correlation intervals is marked by { }.
τ While dynamic parameters, found out at different sampling conditions, may be sensitive to the structure of the irradiance, then it is expedient to control the behaviour of the standard deviation along the recorded dataset using a 22.5 min long moving window. 
STANDARD DEVIATION
Solid line "nat dev" is calculated using the natural recording with sampling interval 1 s (Fig. 5) . The dashed line "inst dev" uses each 60-th recorded data and the bold line "ave dev" uses averaged values of the irradiance for the moving 60 s long window.
We can see that sparser instant values do not much deform the diagram "inst dev" compared to the diagram "nat dev". Usage of averaged values (strategy of the BSRN network) involves significantly reduced value of the standard deviation and cannot be recommended. No clear dependence of the (moving value) of the standard deviation on the structure of irradiance cannot be detected (what was to be expected): relative value of the line "ave dev" is independent of the structure of recording (Fig. 2) .
INCREMENTS
Increments are not very informative parameters for describing dynamic properties of the solar radiation. One single value of the increment does not characterize the recording; the frequency distribution function is required. This function shows the probability of increments with a certain value. Coinciding probabilities can be used to calculate total probability while several PV farms are connected in parallel to perform in the grid. In such a way considering increments is important. Considering equal frequency of positive and negative increments [ 4 ] it is enough to investigate absolute values of increments. In are considered as fluctuations of the irradiance, which exist always due to the instability of clouds or turbidity. Figure 6 is created for 1 s increments and it shows the frequency distribution law ( ) F G ∆ practically equal to the exponential one (dashed lines). The same law is valid for 1 min increments [ 4 ] , but we have to mark that these functional dependencies cannot be compared since the time bases are different. Using 1 min sampling intervals we cannot say anything about 1 s increments. The largest increment found in the summer season was 705 W m -2 s -1 (Fig. 7) , but fortunately it is an exception and most of (very) big increments exist in the range of 300-400 W m -2 s -1 . Such increments involve stepwise changes of the generated PV power in the range of 30%-40% of the latter.
FRONTS OF THE IRRADIANCE
One possible parameter, showing dynamical properties of the alternating irradiance, is the number of its fronts per unit of time (or during the whole process). It is a single number, which is suitable regardless of the sampling interval. It allows comparing the amount of (specific) information, which we lose using sparser data. Definition of a front was presented above explaining the approach. Figure 8 shows the number of fronts, found out from the 4.9 h long fragment of the example in Fig. 1 . The dashed line is the logarithmic approximation of the functional dependence.
Assessing the fronts, the sampling interval was varied. In such a way we can see the logarithmic dependence of the number of fronts on the sampling interval. Using the minute-long sampling interval we will lose most of the information in the case of cumulus humilis (57 vs 275 positive fronts). Comparison of the oneminute sampling interval for the usage of instant and average values shows that in the last case we will lose additional information (52 vs 57 positive fronts). 
CONCLUSIONS
1. Massive measurements in the BSRN, recording one-minute average values, cannot present accompanying fast changes of solar radiation in the case of cumulus humilis. 2. In these conditions frequency of clouds is from three to five times larger than registered in the BSRN. 3. From the point of view of dynamics, the registration of one-minute instant values should be preferred. Both criterions of the comparison, the standard deviation and the registered number of the fronts per time unit, confirm these conclusions.
